WELCOME TO THE BONUS HUNTER SCHOOL
THIS IS A TOOL THAT ALLOWS YOU TO CONSISTENTLY
MAKE MONEY ONLINE

Opportunities don't come
themselves - you create them

GOOD LUCK HUNTER

Hello, Thank you for downloading this educational manual.
This manual is divided into several parts, which explain in simple terms how
bonus hunting works and what you need to do to develop the skills to make
good money.
You should read all the parts of this manual until you understand the subject
thoroughly.
In the first part, you will find the introduction and the definitions of the main
terms. In the second part, you will learn information about getting the bonus
in practice. In the third part, we describe how bonus clearing works.
Only 35% of the information in our bonus hunting course is available in this
document. The rest of the instructions and lessons cannot possibly be conveyed
in a single manual. Many hours of practice and study are needed to master the
course completely and to earn the maximum amount of money that such
proficiency will allow you to.
The bigger part of this knowledge we teach in our school. To study at our
school, get in touch with our website’s official support:
education@bonus-hunter.online

Part 1. Introduction. Main terms.
What is bonus hunting?
Bonus hunting is a line of work in which people hunt for bonuses on different internet
platforms. For example, bookmaker’s offices, poker rooms and casinos.
In our school, we are dealing with getting and clearing bonuses in betting establishments.
We work out manipulations with bookmakers for the bonus to be received and available for
full withdrawal with the minimum investment and time spent.

What is a bookmaker’s office?
A bookmaker’s office (BO) is a betting establishment where bookmakers work. They handle
the finances, in particular, they accept and pay off bets on different sporting events.
We are only interested in working with large bookmaker’s offices, which are based only on
the Internet.

What is a bookmaker bonus?
There are a lot of big bookmaker’s offices and in order to attract players they create different
bonuses so they can compete with other offices.A bonus is a reward to a player who bets in a
bookmaker’s office.

Kinds of bonuses in bookmaker’s offices
1. First deposit bonus. Cash Bonus. (CB)
Cash Bonus is the first and main kind of bonus, which is considered to be the easiest to
clear. Commonly, Cash Bonuses are granted to new players on their first replenishment. It’s
also called a “welcome bonus”. A Cash Bonus is granted after the first deposit. Different
bookmaker’s offices offer different conditions. Usually, it’s a 100% bonus on the first
replenishment with varying limits ranging from 100 € to 10.000 €.
For example, a company offers a cash bonus to new players – 100% for the first deposit from
100 € to 500 €. With a deposit of 300 € you will get 100% of the deposit amount, i.e. you will
get 600 € on your account.
However, if you make a deposit of 600 €, then you will get the bonus for the maximum
amount possible, which is 500 €. As a result, you will get 1100 € on your account.

2. Money Back Bonus. Compensation of the first bet loss. (BMB)
Money Back Bonus is the second most common and popular bonus after Cash Bonus. This
bonus is granted to players if their first bet loses to compensate the loss.
For example, Money Back bonus is 500 €. The new player makes a bet of 500 € and loses it.
The bonus will be granted and the player will be refunded for his lost money on his account.
This is not the most common bonus, however, it can be well worked out too.
If the player bets 600 €, in case of loss, only 500€ will be refunded.

3. Free Bet Bonus (BFB)
Free Bet Bonus is the third most popular bonus.
This bonus is a free bet which is granted to a new player for their first deposit. The amount
limits may vary.
For example, a company offers 100% Free Bet Bonus with a limit of 300 €. The player
deposits 300 € in the bookmaker’s office. He receives 300 € on his account. An extra 300 €
are received at his bonus balance, which are not possible to be withdrawn, but they are
available for a free bet. In case of win, the player receives the money except for the bet
amount. The bonus of 300 € will be returned to the bookmaker. In case of loss, the player
doesn’t lose anything.

4. Referral Bonus. Tell-a-Friend.
A Tell-a-Friend bonus is granted as a reward for inviting your friends to join the
bookmaker’s office. It can be granted as a fixed payment or as a percentage of the amount
of money wagered by your friend.
There are normally some requirements for your friend’s bet amount that need to be met to
get this bonus.
For example, your friend has to make an X number of bets of 500 €. If these terms are met,
you will get the bonus.

5. Promo Bonus. Different kinds of bonuses for recurring deposits.
Sometimes bookmaker’s offices give such bonuses to encourage the player to make
recurring deposits.

What is surebet or arbitrage situation (Surebet)?
Surebet or arbitrage situation is a situation when you place one bet per each outcome in
two or more different bookmaker’s offices. Because of the different odds that are set by
bookmakers, a bettor can make a profit regardless of the outcome of the sporting event.
Bookmakers have to whip the odds up so they compare favorably with the odds of their
competitors. In such cases, it often happens that the odds of two different outcomes are
set in a way that placing a bet on both outcomes will result in making a profit.
Example:
UEFA Europa League, Arsenal – Borussia.
BO1 "Titanbet" sets out TO2.5 2.02
BO2 "William Hill" – TU2.5 2.06.
Our wager € 50.49 on TO(2.5) 2.02 and € 49.51 on TU(2.5) 2.06.
Revenue in case of every outcome is the following:
50.49 * 2.02 = € 101.99 (scored goals 0, 1, 2)
49.51 * 2.06 = € 101.99 (scored goals 3, 4, 5 …)
That is, betting € 50 +€ 50 = € 100 we get € 101.99 anyway, and net profit will be
€ 101.99 - € 100 = € 1.99.
The ratio of secure revenue to invested money is called Arb’s profit or percent.
That is € 101.99 - € 100 = € 1.99. And it’s easy to guess that betting € 100, we earn € 1.99.
If we bet more, we profit more.

How to easily find surebets, quickly calculate bet sums and what is
Oddsmatcher?
Oddsmatcher is an online service for comparing bookmaker’s game lines. Simply put, it’s
an application that checks different bookmaker’s offices for arbitrage situations.
There are plenty of such services on the Internet. Some applications are free, others are
paid.
We recommend to use this paid website:
https://www.matchedbettingeurope.com
In our opinion, that website is one of the easiest and quickest services for searching
surebets, and bonus hunting.
Besides, there is a calculator on that website, which makes it significantly easier to
calculate bet sums.
Also, on that website you can find all settings and instructions to work with that service:
https://www.matchedbettingeurope.com/how-to-use-the-oddsmatcher

Summary of Part 1
This part includes all the terms that you need to know to master the
bonus hunting introductory course.Further in this manual, we will use
the abbreviations of the terms discussed above.

Part 2. The practice of getting a bonus in bookmaker’s offices.
Detailed description of the algorithm of choice and bonus reception.

1. Bonus search
For bonus searching, use search engines like “Yahoo” or “Google”, and make a regular
search. The most popular and common searches are:
«Bookmaker bonus» «cashbonus bookmaker» «welcome bonus bookmaker»
«top bookmaker bonuses» «best bookmaker sign up bonuses» «bookmaker big bonus»
You can simply make different combinations with these keywords:
«bonus» «bookmaker» «cashbonus» «welcome bonus» «freebet bonus» «top bonus» The
results from such searches will be websites with adverts, on which players are offered
different kinds of bonuses in various bookmaker’s offices.
You need to open all the websites you have found and choose the most profitable and
easiest bonuses.

2. What you need to consider while choosing a bonus
A. Percentage of the deposit that is credited as a bonus and the maximum bonus
sum, for example:
Bookmaker offers a bonus: «50% CASH Bonus (up to € 1.500)»
It means that the bookmaker offers CB with the following conditions:
50% of the deposit is credited on your balance as a bonus up to 1.500 €. That means that
the maximum bonus for the first deposit will be 1.500 €.
That is, depositing 3000 € you will get 1500 €. If you deposit 500 €, then you will get a
bonus of 250 €. If you deposit 3.500€, then, anyway, the bonus will be of 1.500 €.

B. Bonus is granted and is available for betting right after the deposit, or:
- Bonus is granted after an email request to the support.
(Usually done on the first day after the registration.)
- Bonus is granted after you place your first bet equaled the amount of the deposit
- Bonus is granted only after all the requirements are fully met

C. Conditions for bonus withdrawal
- Bet types that are valid and meet the wagering requirements (single, express)
- Total turnover required before bonus withdrawal
- Maximum bet amount eligible for bonus wagering
- Minimum number of bets required to be placed before releasing your bonus winnings into
your Cash Balance
- Minimum odds for the placed bets valid according to bonus wagering requirements
- Deadline prior to which you need to fulfill the bonus wagering requirements
- Sports/types of websites which are not eligible for bonus wagering under any
circumstances

D. In which countries the bonus is available
I. The opportunity to decline the bonus while wagering for bonus
Every condition for receiving the bonus is possible to fulfill. You always need to know
and understand what is required to get a certain bonus.
For example, to receive a bonus you need to place several bets of a certain amount. In
this case, we use surebets to safely place the necessary number of bets and get bonuses.
Every bonus can be received safely and with little time spent.

3. Registration at the bookmaker’s office, verification and receiving a
bonus.
Registration at the bookmaker’s office is not very difficult.
Usually, bookmaker’s offices offer to sign in with your phone number or through social
media websites.
To receive the bonus you will need the promo code which is given on the advertising
website together with the description of the bonus. You need to enter the promo code,
your phone number and other information depending on the bookmaker’s office.
Regardless the bookmaker’s office, you will always need to verify your account to receive
the bonus.
Bookmakers are aware of bonus hunters. To make sure that one player can’t receive an
endless number of bonuses, a verification of the player's identity is required.

Summary of Part 2
The bonus search is done through a regular search engine on the
Internet with standard search requests. Based on these requests, you
will be offered to visit an advertising website where you will find the
main bonuses that are offered by bookmakers.
You choose the easiest and most suitable bonus depending on the
size of your budget. After reading all the terms and conditions and
making sure that you will be able to fulfill them, you decide to wager
for this bonus. You copy the bonus promo code and go to the
bookmaker’s office’s website where you are registering and don’t
forget to enter the bonus promo code.
Then, after fulfilling all the conditions for receiving the bonus, you
proceed directly to wagering and clearing it.

Part 3. The practice of clearing the bonuses at the bookmaker’s
offices.
Description of the essence of the bonus hunting algorithm.
If you have carefully read the first two parts of this manual, you should already have an
idea of what bonus hunting is.
To professionally master bonus hunting, you should master the surebetting skill, since
any bonus clearing happens exactly through surebets.
https://www.matchedbettingeurope.com

Make sure you study meticulously the service above.
It is suitable for residents of any European country. There you will find all the necessary
information for bonus hunting. As soon as you master this service, come back to
reading this manual.
Below you will find the types of bonuses and the methods to clear them.

Cash Bonus – the classic example of bonus hunting.
You place the surebet with odds over 3.5 at BO1, where you got this bonus.
The odds of 3.5 or over give a 90% probability that this bet will lose and all the money
together with the bonus will go to another BO, where you wagered this surebet.
You got CB of 200 € at BO1. Your total credit at BO1 is now 400 €. Now you go to the
oddsmatcher and search for suitable surebets. You spot the surebet at BO2 which fits
the odds.
We place 2 bets at BO1 and BO2 in a way that the odds at BO1 are higher. The BO2
wins with a 90% probability. The surebet will cover the loss and will transfer the bonus
to BO2.
That is, you will earn around 200 € with one bet.
*If the bet at BO1 wins, then the biggest part of the sum will go to that office. To get
the money at BO1 you need to keep placing surebets but in small amounts.

Money Back Bonus (BMB)
At BO1 you are offered BMB up to 200 €.
The scheme to clear this bonus will be similar to CB scheme but here you need to lose
the bonus of 200 € through surebet, get another bonus of 200 € and lose it one more
time.

Free Bet Bunus (BFB)
Free Bet bonuses are cleared the same way as BMB:
you place your free-bet and lose it to yourself in another BO. The bonus is cleared.

Conclusion
This manual shortly described the essence of bonus hunting. This
knowledge will be enough to take the first steps towards mastering
this skill. Do everything slowly and with no hurry.
Start practicing on your own. Study everything carefully and with
no rush. Make sure you study this service thoroughly:
https://www.matchedbettingeurope.com
All the difficulties you might face while learning it can be solved
through the communication with the bookmaker’s office support
where you got a bonus.
Bookmakers are aware of us and our craft so during your practice
you will face some difficulties one way or another. Choose licensed
and reliable bookmakers – there has been no single case when the
bookmaker’s office hasn’t paid the money to the player, no matter
of what he was suspected of.
Bonus hunting will exist as long as bookmakers do. You can make
big money with this craft, clearing 10-25 bonuses per day. This is
this skill’s proficient level. In our school we pass all the knowledge
and give everybody the opportunity to learn this skill. To sign up
to study with us, get in touch with our support:
education@bonus-hunter.online

